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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we consider the following N-species nonautonomous
Lotka]Volterra type systems with finite or infinite delays:
ndx tŽ .i s x t b t y a t x t y a t x t y t tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýi i i i i j j i jdt js1
n
0
y c t , s x t q s ds , i s 1, 2, . . . , n. 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý H i j j
ysi jjs1
Ž .As we all know, systems like Eq. 1 are very important in the models of
multispecies population dynamics in a nonautonomous environment. The
most basic questions to ask for these systems are the persistences, extinc-
tions, and global asymptotical behaviors of species of the systems. There
are considerable works on the study of the persistences and global asymp-
totical behaviors of Lotka]Volterra type systems with delays that have
w xbeen developed by 1]3, 7]9, 13, 15, 16 . In addition to these, the books of
w x w xGopalsamy 4 and Kuang 6 are good sources for these questions of
Lotka]Volterra type systems with delays.
w xRecently, in 11, 12 , Montes de Oca and Zeman provided for us a very
interesting work for nondelayed N-species nonautonomous Lotka]
Volterra type competitive systems. They established simple algebraic crite-
ria under which a part of the n species is driven to extinction while the
remaining part of the n species coexists globally asymptotically stably.
In this paper, our main purpose is to improve and generalize the results
w xof 11, 12 to the general N-species nonautonomous Lotka]Volterra type
competitive systems with finite or infinite delays. We will establish a series
of criteria under which a part of the n species of the system is driven to
extinction while the remaining part of the n species is persistent or
uniformly persistent, or coexists globally asymptotically stably. These crite-
ria are new because up until now we have not seen any similar results for
the delayed nonautonomous Lotka]Volterra type competitive systems.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the necessary prelimi-
naries are presented. In Section 3, we will state and prove a criterion
Ž .under which a part of the n species is driven to extinction for system 1 . In
Section 4, we will state and prove a criterion under which the remaining
part of the n species of the system is persistent or uniformly persistent. At
last, in Section 5, we will give a criterion of globally asymptotical stability
Ž .of solutions for system 1 . The method used in this paper is motivated by
w xworks 2, 11]13, 15 . This method is new and more general than that given
w xin 11, 12 because it can be also applied to nondelayed N-species nonau-
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tonomous Lotka]Volterra type competitive systems. In some special cases,
the criteria obtained in this work can be easily checked and reduced to
Ž .some well-known results. In particular, when system 1 degenerates into
the nondelayed competitive systems, we will obtain a series of new and
w xbetter criteria than those in 11, 12 for extinction, uniform persistence,
and global asymptotical stability of partial species of the systems.
2. PRELIMINARIES
Ž .In this paper, for system 1 we always assume that for all i, j s
1, 2, . . . , n:
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H b t , a t , and a t are continuous bounded functions de-1 i i i j
w . Ž . Ž . w .fined on 0, ‘ ; a t G 0 and a t G 0 for all t g 0, ‘ ; there is ai i j
tq v Ž .constant v ) 0 such that lim inf H b s ds ) 0 andt “ ‘ t i
tqv Ž .lim inf H a s ds ) 0.t “‘ t i
Ž . Ž . w .H c t, s is continuous with respect to t on 0, ‘ and integrable2 i j
w x Ž . Ž . Ž . w .with respect to s on ys , 0 ; 0 F c t, s F h s for all t, s g 0, ‘ =i j i j 0
w x Ž . Ž xys , 0 , where h s is an integrable function on y‘, 0 andi j 0
0 Ž . Ž .H ys h s ds - ‘.y‘ 0
Ž . Ž .H t t is a nonnegative, bounded, and continuously differen-3 i j
w . Ž Ž .. Ž .tiable function on 0, ‘ and inf 1 y t t ) 0, where t t sÇ Çt G 0 i j i j
Ž .dt t rdt; s is a nonnegative constant or s s ‘.i j i j i j
 Ž . w . 4Let t s sup t t , s : t g 0, ‘ , i, j s 1, 2, . . . , n . We have t F ‘. Ifi j i j
w x Ž xt s ‘, then we set yt , 0 s y‘, 0 . Motivated by application of system
Ž . Ž .1 in population dynamics, we assume that solutions of system 1 satisfy
the initial conditions
w xx u s f u , u g yt , 0 , i s 1, 2, . . . , n , 2Ž . Ž . Ž .i i
where each f is given nonnegative and bounded continuous function oni
w x Ž .yt , 0 and f 0 ) 0. It is well known that by the fundamental theory ofi
w x Ž .functional differential equations 5, 10 , system 1 has a unique solution
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž .x t , x t , . . . , x t satisfying the initial condition 2 . We easily prove1 2 n
Ž .x t ) 0 for all i s 1, 2, . . . , n in maximal interval of existence of thei
Ž .solution. In this paper, the solution of system 1 satisfying the initial
Ž .condition 2 is said to be positive.
Consider the nonautonomous logistic equation
dx tŽ .i s x t b t y a t x t , 3Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i i idt
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 4 Ž . Ž . Ž .where i g 1, 2, . . . , n . Let x t be a solution of Eq. 3 ; if x t ) 0 fori i
Ž .any t G 0, then we say that the solution x t is positive. By assumptioni
Ž . w xH and using the method given in 14 , we can prove the following result.1
Ž .LEMMA 1. a There are constants M ) m ) 0 such thati i
m F lim inf x t F lim sup x t F MŽ . Ž .i i i i
t“‘ t“‘
Ž . Ž .for any positi¤e solution x t of Eq. 3 .i
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .b If lim sup b t ra t - ‘, then the constant M in a can bet “‘ i i i
Ž Ž . Ž ..chosen by M s lim sup b t ra t .i t “‘ i i
Ž . Ž Ž1.Ž . Ž2.Ž .. Ž1.Ž .c lim x t y x t s 0 for any two positi¤e solutions x t andt “‘ i i i
Ž2.Ž . Ž .x t of Eq. 3 .i
Ž . Ž .By assumptions H ] H and Lemma 1, we have the following result1 3
Ž .about the boundedness of solutions of system 1 .
Ž .LEMMA 2. There is a constant B ) 0 such that lim sup x t - Bt “‘ i
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..i s 1, 2, . . . , n for any positi¤e solution x t , x t , . . . , x t of system1 2 n
Ž .1 .
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..In fact, for any positive solution x t , x t , . . . , x t , we have the1 2 n
differential inequality
dx tŽ .i F x t b t y a t x t for all t G 0, i s 1, 2, . . . , n.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i i idt
Hence, using the comparison theorem, we easily obtain the conclusion of
Lemma 2. As a consequence of Lemma 2, we obtain that any positive
Ž . w .solution of system 1 has definition on 0, ‘ .
3. EXTINCTION
Ž . Ž .In this section, we study the extinction of species x i ) r of system 1 ,i
where the integer r satisfies 1 F r - n. We introduce the functions
¡ y1a c tŽ .Ž . 0i i i i
a t q q c t y s, s ds, i s j,Ž . Ž .Hi i iy11 y t c tŽ .Ç Ž . ysi i i i ii~A t sŽ .i j y1a c tŽ .Ž . 0i j i j q c t y s, s ds, i / j,Ž .H i jy1¢1 y t c tŽ . ysÇ Ž . i ji j i j
y1Ž . Ž . Ž .where c t is the inverse function of c t s t y t t . We have thei j i j i j
following main result of this section.
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Ž .THEOREM 1. Assume that A t ) 0 for all t G 0 and i, j s 1, 2, . . . , ni j
and there is an integer 1 F r - n such that for any k ) r, there is a i - kk
such that
H tqv b s ds A tŽ . Ž .t k k j
lim sup - lim inf , for all j F k ; 4Ž .tqv A tH b s ds t“‘ Ž .Ž .t“‘ i jt i kk
Ž . Ž .then the species x i ) r of system 1 are dri¤en to extinction, that is,i
Ž . ‘ Ž .lim x t s 0 and H x t dt - ‘ for all i ) r for any positi¤e solutiont “‘ i 0 i
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž .x t , x t , . . . , x t of system 1 .1 2 n
Ž . ‘ Ž .Proof. We first prove that lim x t s 0 and H x t dt - ‘. Lett “‘ n 0 n
Ž . Ž .k s n and p s i . By assumption H and inequality 4 , we obtain thatn 1
there are positive constants a , b , e , h , and T such thatn n n n n
tqv
b s ds ) hŽ .H p n
t
and
H tqv b s ds a a A tŽ . Ž .t n n n n j
- y e - -ntqv b b A tH b s ds Ž .Ž . n n p jt p
for all t G T and j s 1, 2, . . . , n. Hence, we haven
tqv
ya b s q b b s ds - ye b h 5Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H n p n n n n n
t
and
a A t y b A t - 0 6Ž . Ž . Ž .n p j n n j
for all t G T and j s 1, 2, . . . , n.n
Consider the function
ya bn nV t s x t x tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .n p n
y1n a c sŽ .Ž .t p j p j
= exp a x s dsŽ .Ý Hn jy1Ž . 1 y t c sŽ .tyt t Ç Ž .pjjs1 p j p j
n
0 t
qa c u y s, s x u du dsŽ . Ž .Ý H Hn p j jž /ys tqspjjs1
n y1a c sŽ .Ž .t n j n jyb x s dsŽ .Ý Hn jy1Ž . 1 y t c sŽ .tyt t Ç Ž .n jjs1 n j n j
n
0 t
yb c u y s, s x u du ds ;Ž . Ž .Ý H Hn n j jž /ys tqsn jjs1
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Ž . Ž . Ž .from assumptions H ] H and Lemma 2, we see that V t has defini-1 3 n
Ž .tion for all t G 0. Calculating the derivative of V t , we obtainn
ndV tŽ .n s V t y a b t y a t x t y a t x t y t tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýn n p p p p j j p j½dt js1
n
0
y c t , s x t q s dsŽ . Ž .Ý H p j j
yspjjs1
n




y c t , s x t q s dsŽ . Ž .Ý H n j j
ysn jjs1
y1n a c tŽ .Ž .p j p jqa x t y a t x t y t tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýn j p j j p jy11 y t c tŽ .Ç Ž .js1 p j p j
n
0
qa c t y s, s x t y c t , s x t q s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Hn p j j p j j
yspjjs1
y1n a c tŽ .Ž .n j n jyb x t y a t x t y t tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýn j n j j n jy11 y t c tŽ .Ç Ž .js1 n j n j
n
0
yb c t y s, s x t y c t , s x t q s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Hn n j j n j j 5ysn jjs1
s V t ya b t q b b tŽ . Ž . Ž .n n p n n
n
q a A t y b A t x t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý n p j n n j j
js1
Ž .By Eq. 6 , we have further
dV tŽ .n F V t ya b t q b b t for all t G T . 7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .n n p n n ndt
Ž .For any t ) T , by integrating Eq. 7 from T to t, we haven n
t
V t F V T exp ya b s q b b s ds.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hn n n n p n n
Tn
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w Ž . .Choose the integer m G 0 such that t g T q mv, T q m q 1 v ; thenn n
Ž .by Eq. 5 , we have
T qm v tnV t F V T exp q ya b s q b b s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hn n n n p n nž /T T qm vn n
F V T exp ye b h m q MŽ . Ž .n n n n n n
F V T exp yl t q MU , 8Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n
where
e b h Tn n n nUl s , M s M q e b h 1 qn n n n n n ž /v v
and
M s sup ya b t q b b t v .Ž . Ž .n n p n n
tG0
 Ž . w . 4 Ž . Ž .Let t * s sup t t : t g 0, ‘ , i, j s 1, 2, . . . , n . By assumptions H ] Hi j 1 3
and Lemma 2, we have for any t G t *,
ya bn nV t G x t x tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .n p n
y1n a c sŽ .Ž .t n j n j
= exp yb x s dsŽ .ÝHn jy1Ž . 1 y t c sŽ .ryt t Ç Ž .n jj-1 n j n j
n
0 t
yb c u y s, s x u du dsŽ . Ž .Ý H Hn n j jž /ys tqsn jjs1
ya bn nG x t x tŽ . Ž .Ž .Ž .p n
n a tŽ .n j
= exp yb t * sup sup x tŽ .Ýn j1 y t tŽ .ÇtG0 tG0n jjs1
n
0
yb sup x t ys h s ds .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Hn j 0
ystGyt n jjs1
Hence, it is not hard to obtain that there is a constant R ) 0 such thatn
ya bn nV t G R x t x t for all t G 0. 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .n n p n
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Ž .Combining inequality 8 then we have that
ab n Unx t R F x t V T exp yl t q MŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .n n p n n n n
for all t G T . Therefore, we finally obtain thatn
x t F RU exp ylU t for all t G T , 10Ž . Ž . Ž .n n n n
U U Ž .where R and l are some two positive constants. Consequently, x t “ 0n n n
‘ Ž .as t “ ‘ and H x t dt - ‘.0 n
Ž .For any k ) r, assume that we have obtained x t “ 0 as t “ ‘ andi
‘ Ž . Ž .H x t dt - ‘ for all i ) k. We now prove x t “ 0 as t “ ‘ and0 i k
‘ Ž . Ž .H x t dt - ‘. By Eq. 4 , we obtain that there are positive constants a ,0 k k
b , e , h , and T such thatk k k k
tqv




b s dsŽ .H k a a A tŽ .k k k jt - y e - -ktqv b b A tŽ .k k q jb s dsŽ .H q
t
for all t G T and j s 1, 2, . . . , k, where q s i . Hence, we havek k
tqv
ya b s q b b s ds - ye b hŽ . Ž .Ž .H k q k k k k k
t
and
a A t y b A t - 0 11Ž . Ž . Ž .k q j k k j
for all t G T and j s 1, 2, . . . , k.k
Consider the function
ya bk kV t s x t x tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ž .k q k
=
y1n a c sŽ .Ž .t q j q j
exp a x s dsŽ .Ý Hk jy1Ž . 1 y t c sŽ .tyt t Ç Ž .q jjs1 q j q j
n
0 t
qa c u y s, s x u du dsŽ . Ž .Ý H Hk q j jž /ys tqsq jjs1
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n y1a c sŽ .Ž .t k j k jyb x s dsŽ .Ý Hk jy1Ž . 1 y t c sŽ .tyt t Ç Ž .k jjs1 k j k j
n
0 t
yb c u y s, s x u du ds .Ž . Ž .Ý H Hk k j jž /ys tqsk jjs1
Ž .Obviously, V t has definition for all t G 0. Calculating the derivative ofk
Ž . Ž .V t , then similarly to the derivative of V t , we obtaink n
dV tŽ .k s V t ya b t q b b tŽ . Ž . Ž .k k q k kdt
n
q a A t y b A t x t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý k q j k k j j
js1
Ž .By Eq. 11 , we have further
dV tŽ .k F V t ya b t q b b t q f t 12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .k k q k kdt
for all t G T , wherek
n
f t s a A t y b A t x t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý k q j k k j j
jskq1
Ž . tqv Ž .Since f t “ 0 as t “ ‘, we have lim H f s ds s 0. Hence, there ist “‘ t
a large enough TU ) T such thatk k
1tqv
ya b s q b b s q f s ds F y e b hŽ . Ž . Ž .H k q k k k k k2t
U U Ž . Ufor all t G T . For any t ) T , by integrating Eq. 12 from T to t, wek k k
have
tUV t F V T exp ya b s q b b s q f s ds.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hk k k k q k k
UTk
Ž . Ž . Ž .Further, similarly to the proofs of inequalities 8 , 9 , and 10 , we finally
have
x t F RU exp ylU t for all t G TU ,Ž . Ž .k k k k
U U Ž .where R and l are some two positive constants. Consequently, x t “ 0k k k
‘ Ž .as t “ ‘ and H x t dt - ‘.0 k
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Ž .Finally, by the induction principle, we obtain that lim x t s 0 andt “‘ i
‘ Ž .H x t dt - ‘ for all i ) r. The proof is completed.0 i
Ž . Ž .When a t ’ 0, t t ’ 0 for all t G 0 and s s 0 for all i, j si i i j i j
Ž .1, 2, . . . , n, then system 1 degenerates into the nondelayed nonau-
tonomous N-species Lotka]Volterra type competitive systems as follows,
ndx tŽ .i s x t b t y A t x t , i s 1, 2, . . . , n , 13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi i i j jdt js1
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .where A t s a t for all i, j s 1, 2, . . . , n, i / j, and A t s a t .i j i j i i i
Ž .From Theorem 1, we can obtain the following result for system 13 .
Ž .COROLLARY 1. Assume that A t ) 0 for all t G 0 and i, j s 1, 2, . . . , ni j
and there is an integer 1 F r - n such that for any k ) r, there is a i - kk
such that
H tqv b s ds A tŽ . Ž .t k k j
lim sup - lim inf for all j F k ; 14Ž .tqv A tH b s ds t“‘ Ž .Ž .t“‘ i jt i kk
Ž . Ž .then the species x i ) r of system 13 are dri¤en to extinction, that is,i
Ž . ‘ Ž .lim x t s 0 and H x t dt - ‘ for all i ) r for any positi¤e solutiont “‘ i 0 i
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž .x t , x t , . . . , x t of system 13 .1 2 n
w xRemark 1. In comparison with the main results of 11, 12 , we can see
Ž .that the condition 14 of Corollary 1 is fairly weaker than the conditions
w x w xof the extinction of species obtained in 11, 12 , see 11, Theorem 2.1 and
w x12, Theorem 2.1 . Therefore, Corollary 1 is a very good extension of those
results.
4. PERSISTENCE
Ž .The persistence and uniform persistence of all species x 1 F i F n ofi
Ž . w xsystem 1 have been studied in many articles, for example, 3, 9, 13 , where
a series of the important criteria is established and many very good
methods of study are provided. In this section, in order to study the
Ž . Ž .uniform persistence of species x i F r of system 1 , we will give a newi
w xmethod which is different from those given in 3, 9, 13 and establish a new
criterion of uniform persistence. We can state and prove the following
main result of this section.
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THEOREM 2. Suppose that all the conditions of Theorem 1 hold and
r
tqv
lim inf b s y A s x s ds ) 0 for all i F r , 15Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH i i j j0ž /t“‘ t j/i
Ž . Ž .where x t is some fixed positi¤e solution of Eq. 3 .i0
Ž . Ž . Ž .a If the delay t - ‘, then the species x i F r of system 1 arei
uniformly persistent, that is, there are constants M G m ) 0 such that
m F lim inf x t F lim sup x t F M for all i F rŽ . Ž .i i
t“‘ t“‘
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž .for any positi¤e solution x t , x t , . . . , x t of system 1 .1 2 n
Ž . Ž . Ž .b If the delay t s ‘, then the species x i F r of system 1 arei
persistent, that is,
0 - lim inf x t F lim sup x t - ‘ for all i F rŽ . Ž .i i
t“‘ t“‘
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž .for any positi¤e solution x t , x t , . . . , x t of system 1 .1 2 n
Ž .Proof. First of all, the condition 15 implies that there are positive
constants h and T such that0 1
r
tqv
b s y A s x s ds G h 16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH i i j j0 0ž /t j/i
for all t G T and i F r.1
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž .Let x t , x t , . . . , x t be any positive solution of system 1 , for any1 2 n
i F r, since
ndx tŽ .i s x t b t y a t x t y a t x t y t tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýi i i i i j j i jdt js1
n
0
y c t , s x t q s dsŽ . Ž .Ý H i j j
ysi jjs1
F x t b t y a t x tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i
for all t G 0. Hence, by the comparison theorem, we have
x t F u t for all t G 0,Ž . Ž .i i
Ž . Ž .where u t is the positive solution of system 3 with initial conditioni
Ž . Ž .u 0 G x 0 . Therefore, by Lemma 1 and Theorem 1, we obtain that fori i
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Ž . Ž .any constant e ) 0, there is a T e ) T such that for all t G T e ,1
x t F x t q e for all i F r 17Ž . Ž . Ž .i i0
and
x t F e for all i ) r . 18Ž . Ž .i
Now, for any i F r, we define the Liapunov functional as follows:
y1n a c sŽ .Ž .t i j i j
U t s x t exp y x s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý Hi i jy1Ž . 1 y t c sŽ .tyt t Ç Ž .i jjs1 i j i j
n
0 t
y c u y s, s x u du ds .Ž . Ž .Ý H H i j jž /ys tqsi jjs1
Ž . Ž . Ž .From Assumptions H ] H and Lemma 2, we see that U t has defini-1 3 i
Ž .tion for all t G 0. Calculating the derivative of U t with respect to t, wei
have
ndU tŽ .i s U t b t y a t x t y a t x t y t tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýi i i i i j j i jdt js1
n n y1a c tŽ .Ž .0 i j i jy c t , s x t q s ds y x tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý ÝH i j j jy11 y t c tŽ .ys Ç Ž .i jjs1 js1 i j i j
n n
0




q c t , s x t q s dsŽ . Ž .Ý H i j j
ysi jjs1
n
s U t b t y A t x t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi i i j j
js1
Ž . Ž .From Eqs. 17 and 18 , it follows that
dU tŽ .i G U t B t , e y A t x t 19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i idt
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Ž .for all t G T e , where
n r
B t , e s b t y A t e y A t x t .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ýi i i j i j j0
j/i j/i
We first assume the delay t s ‘, i.e., s s ‘ for some pair 1 F i, j F n.i j
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .By assumptions H ] H and inequalities 17 and 18 , we have for any1 3
Ž .t G T e q t *,
n y1a c sŽ .Ž .t i j i j
x s dsŽ .Ý H jy1Ž . 1 y t c sŽ .tyt t Ç Ž .i jjs1 i j i j
r a tŽ .i jF t * sup x s q eŽ .Ž .Ý j0½ 51 y t tŽ .ÇtG0 i jjs1




c u y s, s x u du dsŽ . Ž .Ý H H i j jž /ys tqsi jjs1
n
0 t
F h s sup x t du dsŽ . Ž .Ý H H 0 jž /ys tqs tgRi jjs1
n
0
s sup x t ys h s ds - ‘. 21Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Hj 0
ystgR i jjs1
Ž . Ž .Thus, from Eqs. 20 and 21 , we can obtain that there is a positive
constant d - 1, and d may be dependent on the solutioni i
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž .x t , x t , . . . , x t of system 1 , such that1 2 n
d x t F U t F x t for all t G 0. 22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i i i
Ž .It is obvious from inequality 16 that there are enough small positive
constants k and e such thati 0
1tqv y1B s, e y A s d k ds G h 23Ž . Ž . Ž .H i 0 i i i i 02t
Ž . Ž . Ž .for all t G T s T e . Further, from Eqs. 19 and 22 , we have2 0
dU tŽ .i y1G U t B t , e y A t d U t 24Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i 0 i i i idt
for all t G T .2
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Consider the auxiliary equation
du tŽ .i y1s u t B t , e y A t d u t ; 25Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .i i 0 i i i idt
Ž .then from Eq. 24 , we obtain
U t G uU t for all t G T , 26Ž . Ž . Ž .i i 2
U Ž . Ž . U Ž .where u t is the solution of Eq. 25 with the initial condition u T si i 2
Ž . U Ž . U Ž . w .U T . If u t F k for all t G T , then u t is defined on T , ‘ . Fromi 2 i i 2 i 2
Ž .Eq. 25 , it follows that
tU U Uy1u t s u T exp B s, e y A s d u s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hi i 2 i 0 i i i i
T2
tU y1G u T exp B s, e y A s d k ds 27Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hi 2 i 0 i i i i
T2
Ž . Ž .for all t G T . Put t s T q pv, p s 1, 2, . . . ; then by Eqs. 23 and 27 ,2 2
we have
U U 1u T q pv G u T exp ph , p s 1, 2, . . . .Ž . Ž . Ž .i 2 i 2 02
U Ž .Consequently, lim u T q pv s ‘, a contradiction. Hence, there isp“‘ i 2
U Ž .a t G T such that u t ) k . We now prove thati 2 i i i
uU t G k exp yb k , e v for all t G t , 28Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .i i i i 0 i
Ž .  < Ž . < Ž . y1 4where b k , e s max B t, e q A t d k and assumptionsi i 0 t G 0 i 0 i i i i
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H ] H imply 0 - b k , e - ‘. In fact, if Eq. 28 is not true, then1 3 i i 0
U Ž . Ž Ž . . U Ž .there are t and t , t - t , such that u t - k exp yb k e v , u t1 2 1 2 i 2 i i i 0 i 1
U Ž . Ž xs k and u t - k for all t g t , t . Choose the integer p G 0 such thati i i 1 2
Ž Ž . x Ž . Ž .t g t q pv, t q p q 1 v ; then by Eqs. 23 and 25 , it follows that2 1 1
k exp yb k , e v ) uU tŽ . Ž .Ž .i i i 0 i 2
t2U Uy1s u t exp B t , e y A t d u t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Hi 1 i 0 i i i i
t1
t qpv t1 2 y1G k exp q B t , e y A t d k dtŽ . Ž .Ž .H Hi i 0 i i i i
t t qpv1 1
t2 y1G k exp B t , e y A t d k dtŽ . Ž .Ž .Hi i 0 i i i i
t qpv1
G k exp yb k , e v ,Ž .Ž .i i i 0
which is a contradiction.
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Ž . Ž . Ž .From Eqs. 22 , 26 , and 28 , we obtain
x t G k exp yb k , e v for all t G t .Ž . Ž .Ž .i i i i 0 i
Ž Ž . .Finally, we define the constants m s min k exp yb k , e v andiF r i i i 0
T s max t ; then we haveiF r i
x t G m for all t G T , i F r .Ž .i
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..Since b k , e is dependent on the solution x t , x t , . . . , x t ofi i 0 1 2 n
Ž .system 1 , the constant m may be also dependent on the solution
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž .x t , x t , . . . , x t . Therefore, system 1 is persistent.1 2 n
If the delay t - ‘, i.e., s - ‘ for all 1 F i, j F n, then from assump-i j




c u y s, s x u du dsŽ . Ž .Ý H H i j jž /ys tqsi jjs1
r
0




qe ysh s ds - ‘. 29Ž . Ž .Ž .Ý H 0
ysi jjsrq1
Ž . Ž .Hence, by Eqs. 20 and 29 , we can obtain that there is a positive
constant d - 1, and d is independent of any positive solution of systemi i
Ž .1 , such that
d x t F U t F x tŽ . Ž . Ž .i i i i
Ž .for all t G T e q t . Obviously, similarly to the above argument, we finally
can obtain
x t G m for all t G T , i F r ,Ž .i
Ž Ž . .where the constants m s min k exp yb k , e v and T s max t .iF r i i i 0 iF r i
Ž .It is not hard to see that b k , e and m are independent of any positivei i 0
Ž . Ž .solution of system 1 . Therefore, system 1 is uniformly persistent. The
proof of Theorem 2 is completed.
Ž . w x Ž Ž . Ž ..Let us assume in system 1 b ra s lim sup b t ra t - ‘;i i m t “‘ i i
Ž .then by the conclusion b of Lemma 1, we can obtain the following
corollary of Theorem 2.
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COROLLARY 2. Suppose that all the conditions of Theorem 1 hold and for
any i F r,
r btqv j
lim inf b s y A s ds ) 0.Ž . Ž .ÝH i i jž /at“‘ t jj/i m
Ž . Ž . Ž .a If the delay t - ‘, then the species x i F r of system 1 arei
uniformly persistent.
Ž . Ž . Ž .b If the delay t s ‘, then the species x i F r of system 1 arei
persistent.
Remark 2. When r s n, then from Theorem 2, we see that a criterion
Ž .of the persistence and uniform persistence of all species x 1 F i F n ofi
Ž .system 1 is established. This criterion is new because it is different from
w xthose obtained in 3, 9, 13 . In addition, the method used in this work is
w xalso different from those given in 3, 9, 13 .
Ž . Ž .When system 1 degenerates into the nondelayed system 13 , then
Ž .from Theorem 2, we can obtain the following result for system 13 .
COROLLARY 3. Suppose that all the conditions of Corollary 1 hold and for
any i F r,
r
tqv
lim inf b s y A s x s ds ) 0,Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH i i j j0ž /t“‘ t j/i
Ž . Ž .where x t is some fixed positi¤e solution of Eq. 3 ; then the species xi0 i
Ž . Ž .i F r of system 13 are uniformly persistent.
5. GLOBAL ASYMPTOTICAL STABILITY
w xIn this section, by improving the method given in 2 , we further discuss
Ž . Ž .the global asymptotical stability of the species x i F r of system 1 . Ini
order to obtain our results, first of all, we consider the following subsystem
Ž . Ž .which is composed of the species x i F r of system 1 , and fori
Ž .convenience of statement we use the variable u i F r to denote thei
species of this subsystem,
rdu tŽ .i s u t b t y a t u t y a t u t y t tŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Ýi i i i i j j i jdt js1
r
0
y c t , s u t q s ds , i s 1, 2, . . . , r . 30Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý H i j j
ysi jjs1
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Ž . Ž .By assumptions H ] H and Lemma 1, we easily prove that any1 3
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž .positive solution u t , u t , . . . , u t of subsystem 30 has definition on1 2 r
w .0, ‘ and is bounded. We now state and prove the main result of this
section.
THEOREM 3. Suppose that all the conditions of Theorem 1 hold, and that
Ž .there are positi¤e constants c i F r and T such thati
Ž . Ž . Ž . r Ž .a b t s c a t y Ý c A t G 0 for all t G T and i F r.i i i j/ i j ji
Ž . w x4 w x w . w xb for any inter¤al sequence a , b , a , b ; 0, ‘ , a , b li i i i i i
w xa , b s B and b y a s b y a ) 0 for all i, j s 1, 2, . . . and i / j, onej j i i j j
‘ bi Ž .has Ý H b t dt s ‘.is1 a ii
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .Then lim x t y u t s 0 i F r for any positi¤e solution x t ,t “‘ i i 1
Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..x t , . . . , x t of system 1 and any positi¤e solution u t , u t , . . . , u t2 n 1 2 r
Ž .of system 30 .
Proof. We construct the following Liapunov functional by improving
Ž . w xthe functional V t given by Bereketoglu and Gyori in 2 :
r
V t s c ln x t y ln u tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý i i i
is1
r y1a c sŽ .Ž .t i j i jq x s y u s dsŽ . Ž .Ý H j jy1Ž . 1 y t c sŽ .tyt t Ç Ž .i jjs1 i j i j
r
0 t
q c u y s, s x u y u u du dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý H H i j j jž /ys tqsi jjs1
n y1a c sŽ .Ž .t i j i jq x s dsŽ .Ý H jy1Ž . 1 y t c sŽ .tyt t Ç Ž .i jjsrq1 i j i j
n
0 t
q c u y s, s x u du ds .Ž . Ž .Ý H H i j jž /ys tqsi jjsrq1
Ž . w . ŽObviously, V t has definition for all t g 0, ‘ . It is easy to show see
w x. Ž .Kuang 7, Proof of Theorem 2.1 that V t is continuously differentiable
w . w .on 0, ‘ _ D, where D is a discrete set in 0, ‘ defined as follows. Let
 w . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4D s t g 0, ‘ : x t s u t and dx t rdt / du t rdt , and then definei i i i i
dV tŽ .rD s D D . Hence, the derivative is Riemann integrable and obeysis1 i dt
the fundamental theorem of calculus.
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Ž . w .Calculating the derivative of V t for all t g 0, ‘ _ D, we obtain
rdV t x t u tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ç Çi is c sign x t y u t yŽ . Ž .Ž .Ý i i i ž /dt x t u tŽ . Ž .i iis1
r y1a c tŽ .Ž .i j i jq x t y u tŽ . Ž .Ý j jy11 y t c tŽ .Ç Ž .js1 i j i j
r








y c t , s x t q s y u t q s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý H i j j j
ysi jjs1
n y1a c tŽ .Ž .i j i jq x tŽ .Ý jy11 y t c tŽ .Ç Ž .jsrq1 i j i j
n








y c t , s x t q s dsŽ . Ž .Ý H i j j
ysi jjsrq1
r
F c ya t x t y u tŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý i i i i
is1
r y1a c tŽ .Ž .i j i jq x t y u tŽ . Ž .Ý j jy11 y t c tŽ .Ç Ž .js1 i j i j
r
0
q c t y s, s x t y u t dsŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý H i j j j
ysi jjs1








F y b t x t y u t q f t 31Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý i i idt is1
w .for all t g 0, ‘ _ D, where
r n
f t s c A t x t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Ý i i j j
is1 jsrq1
Ž . Ž .By assumptions H ] H and the conclusion of Theorem 1, we easily see1 3
that
‘
lim f t s 0 and f t dt - ‘.Ž . Ž .H
t“‘ 0
Ž . w xFor any t G T , integrating both sides of Eq. 31 on T , t , we have
r
t t





V t q b s x s y u s dsŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý H i i i
Tis1
t
F V T q f s ds for all t G T .Ž . Ž .H
T
Ž .It follows that V t is bounded on 0 F t - ‘, and also
‘
b t x t y u t dt - ‘ for all i F r . 32Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H i i i
T
Ž . Ž . Ž .From systems 1 and 30 , we can directly obtain that dx t rdt andi
Ž . Ž . w . < Ž . Ž . < Ž .du t rdt i F r are bounded on 0, ‘ . Consequently, x t y u t i F ri i i
w .are bounded and uniformly continuous on 0, ‘ . Assume that there is a
 4 w .time sequence t ; T , ‘ and lim t s ‘ such that for some i F r,k k “‘ k
x t y u t G d for all k s 1, 2, . . . ,Ž . Ž .i k i k
where d ) 0 is some constant; then there is a constant a ) 0 such that
1 w xx t y u t G d for all t g t y a , t q a , k s 1, 2, . . . .Ž . Ž .i i k k2
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w x wWe can assume, without loss of generality, t y a , t q a l t y a , t qi i j j
xa s B for any i / j. Hence, we have
‘‘ t qak
b t x t y u t dt G b t x t y u t dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH Hi i i i i i
T t yakks1
‘ 1 t qakG d b t dt s ‘,Ž .Ý H i2 t yakks1
Ž .which is in contradiction with inequality 32 . Therefore, we have
lim x t y u t s 0 for all i F r .Ž . Ž .i i
t“‘
This shows that the conclusion of Theorem 3 is right. The proof is
completed.
Remark 3. The conclusion of Theorem 3 implies that for any two
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..positive solutions x t , x t , . . . , x t and y t , y t , . . . , y t of sys-1 2 n 1 2 n
Ž .tem 1 , one has
lim x t y y t s 0 for all i F r .Ž . Ž .i i
t“‘
Ž .This means the global asymptotical stability of the species x i F r ofi
Ž .system 1 .
Ž .Remark 4. In comparison with the assumption iii given by Bereke-
w x Ž .toglu and Gyori in 2, Theorem 1 , we can see that our assumptions a and
Ž .b in Theorem 3 are weaker.
Ž . Ž .When system 1 degenerates into the nondelayed system 13 , then
Ž .corresponding to subsystem 30 , we obtain the following subsystem of
Ž .system 13 :
rdu tŽ .i s u t b t y A t u t , i s 1, 2, . . . , r . 33Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýi i i j jdt is1
Ž .From Theorem 3, we can obtain the following result for system 13 .
COROLLARY 4. Suppose that all the conditions of Corollary 1 hold and
Ž .there are positi¤e constants c i F r such thati
r
lim inf c A t y c A t ) 0 for all i F r ;Ž . Ž .Ýi i i j již /t“‘ j/i
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .then lim x t y u t s 0 i F r for any positi¤e solution x t ,t “‘ i i 1
Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž .x t , . . . , x t of system 13 and any positi¤e solution u t ,2 n 1
Ž . Ž .. Ž .u t , . . . , u t of system 33 .2 r
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Further, as a consequence of Corollaries 1, 3, and 4, we have the
following result.
Ž .COROLLARY 5. Suppose that system 13 satisfies
Ž . l Ž . l Ž .a b s inf b t ) 0 and A s inf A t ) 0 for all i, j si t G 0 i i j t G 0 i j
1, 2, . . . , n.
Ž .b there is an integer 1 F r - n such that
r ubjl ub ) A for all i F r ,Ýi i j lž /Aj jj/i
u Ž . u Ž .where b s sup b t and A s sup A t .j t G 0 j i j t G 0 i j
Ž .c for any k ) r, there is an i - k such thatk
bu Au - bl A j for all j F k .k i j i k jk k
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž .Then for any positi¤e solution x t , x t , . . . , x t of system 13 , one has1 2 n
Ž . Ž . ‘ Ž .i lim x t s 0 and H x t dt - ‘ for all i ) r.t “‘ i 0 i
Ž .ii there are positi¤e constants m and M which are independent of any
Ž .positi¤e solution of system 13 such that
m F lim inf x t F lim sup x t F M for all i F r .Ž . Ž .i i
t“‘ t“‘
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .iii lim x t y u t s 0 i F r for any positi¤e solutiont “‘ i i
Ž Ž . Ž . Ž .. Ž .u t , u t , . . . , u t of subsystem 33 .1 2 r
w xRemark 5. In comparison with the main result}Theorem 2.1 of 11 ,
we see that Corollary 5 improves that result because in Theorem 2.1, the
Ž .authors required the following stronger condition than the condition b of
Corollary 5:
n ubjl ub ) a for all i F r .Ýi i j lž /aj jj/i
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